
 

 
2018 HOSCAR WINNERS ANNOUNCED: HONOURING THE BEST 

HOSTELS FROM AROUND THE WORLD 
  
 

• Hostelworld reveals award-winning hostels based on one million customer reviews made in 
past 12 months  

• Real ‘first time effect’ trend seen this year, with abundance of newcomers in top slots – 
similar to many of 2018’s Oscar favourites pitched to win for the first time  

• New cities have been added to Most Popular Hostel category with Colombia taking the list 
by storm – Bogota, Medellin, Santa Marta and Cartagena appear on most-booked cities list 
for first time ever  

• In the Best Small Hostel Worldwide group, Sungate One, Madrid, achieves its first win, while 
Vietnam, Asia’s fastest growing tourism destination*, sees Cozy Nook Hostel bagging third 
place 

• Spain, widely set to overtake the US as world’s second most popular tourist destination**, 
features in the Most Popular category more times than ever before – three in total 

• And in Best Extra Large Hostel Worldwide category, Phuket, Thailand (Lub D Phuket Patong) 
makes its debut as winner, with M Montreal at number two, making its first appearance in 
this category 

• Taipei, Taiwan (Star Hostel Taipei Main Station) takes number one spot in Best Large Hostel 
Worldwide for the first time   

 
LONDON, 00:01, 24th January, 2018: It’s peak award season for culture vultures and film lovers 
which means it’s also time for budget travel lovers to celebrate the very best of the world’s hostel 
accommodation. As we eagerly await the much-anticipated Academy Awards, Hostelworld 
announces the winners of this year’s HOSCARs (Hostelworld Customer Annual Ratings) to honour the 
top hostels worldwide.  
 
And just as many of the favourites to win this year’s Oscars will be scooping the accolade for the first 
time ever if they’re successful, this year’s HOSCARs see an abundance of first-time winners across 
the board. 
 
This ‘first-time effect’ is apparent in the Most Popular category with multiple cities in Colombia now 
featuring in the most booked destinations for travellers looking to meet the world. Hostelworld saw 
a huge surge in bookings of 46% year-on-year*** in Colombia, so hostel travellers are putting the 
country on the map. Latin America has certainly enjoyed a surge in popularity in recent years as it 
has become safer and more tailored to travellers’ needs.   
 
Reviews from one million customers, made over the past year, determined which of the 35,000 
properties in over 170 countries, would scoop a much coveted HOSCAR. Reviews are based on key 
criteria; overall customer experience, value for money, security, location, atmosphere, staff, 
cleanliness and facilities.  



 
The categories are broken down into property size, continent, country and city, as well as a number 
of special awards including Best Value for Money, Best New Hostel, Best Atmosphere and Best 
Hostel Chain, so competition was fierce amongst those vying for the number one spot.  
 
Feargal Mooney, CEO of Hostelworld, said: “The annual HOSCARs continue to be the ultimate seal of 
approval within the travel industry, unveiling the most exciting, sociable and stunning hostels across 
the globe. 
 
“Not only do the results, based on over one million reviews from the people at the heart of the 
hostel experience, our customers, allow us to say with authority that these are the best hostels in 
the world right now, they also uncover interesting travel trends. Budget conscious travellers are 
shown to be more adventurous with destinations than ever before, with Vietnamese and Colombian 
cities entering the most booked lists for the first time ever.  
 
“This year’s list of firsts is a real reflection of Hostelworld’s ever-growing offering of fantastic 
accommodation options across 170 countries, all receiving rave reviews from travellers worldwide.” 
   
And now to introduce a selection of the winners (for the full list of winners visit 
www.hostelworld.com/hoscars-2018):  
  
Best Small Hostel Worldwide: 

Sungate One, Madrid, wins Best Small Hostel Worldwide for the first time ever, showing that Spain’s 

capital with its vibrant city life and culture continues to keep its allure. The hostel is conveniently 

found in a prime, inner city location in the much-loved neighbourhood, Centro, right next to great 

shopping areas, bars, cafes and museums. The common area is perfect for both chilling out and 

socialising and the fully equipped kitchen is an ideal spot for rustling up some tasty Spanish tapas. 

Colombia features for the first time 

New cities have been added to the Most Popular Hostel category this year with Colombia’s Bogota, 

Medellin, Santa Marta and Cartagena featuring in the list for the first time. 

El Rio Hostel wins Most Popular Hostel in Colombia and it’s easy to see why it’s so loved. Set right in 

the middle of a stunning jungle, with some of Colombia’s best beaches just a 30-minute walk away, 

the hostel can organise surf board rentals and lessons with their friends down at All Good Surf. 

Palomino is just up the road, Tayrona National Park is 25 minutes away and the Lost City pickup 

point only a 10-minute walk.  

Best Medium Hostel Worldwide 

The much-loved concept hostel, Soul Kitchen’s recent expansion has seen them pocked the Best 

Medium Hostel Worldwide award this year (having won the Best Small Hostel category in both 2016 

and 2017). A new generation hostel, Soul Kitchen, St Petersburg, is fitted out with glamorous ensuite 

private rooms, bijou custom bunk beds and a super-chic design throughout 

Best Large Hostel Worldwide 

Taipei debuts as the winner in this category thanks to the Start Hostel Taipei Main Station.  The cosy 

hostel is the perfect place to unwind in after a long day of sight-seeing – travellers can relax in their 

famous green lounge and enjoy a fabulous night’s sleep in either its private rooms or dormitories.  

The hostel is just a 5-minute walk from Taipei Main Station and only 7 minutes away from Air Port 

http://www.hostelworld.com/hoscars-2018


MRT. It’s walking distance to Ning-xia night market, the much-loved Di-hua old street and Tai-yuan 

shopping streets, the theatre and the mall.  

Best Extra Large Hostel Worldwide  

Phuket, Thailand takes number one spot for first time ever thanks to the Lub D Phuket Patong which 

is a 3-minute walk to the beach and in the heart of the Patong entertainment district. The hostel 

boasts a large see-through swimming pool and a huge terrace which is ideal for sunbathing and 

enjoying a few beers and cocktails with fellow travellers. With an ultra-modern and cool design, the 

hostel has a huge lobby/common area with everything you need including a games area, a pool table 

and a unique Thai boxing ring. 

Best Hostel in England 

The YHA in Liverpool wins the Best Hostel in England category thanks to its excellent location and 

facilities. Right at the heart of everything Liverpool has to offer, this backpackers’ hostel is just a 

stone’s throw away from the historic Albert Docks, not far from the Tate and the International 

Slavery Museum, Maritime Museum and the famous Beatles Story. Don’t miss out on the ferry 

across the Mersey – the terminal is just a short walk away.  

Best Hostel in Scotland 

Castle Rock Hostel, just beside Edinburgh Castle, bags the number one spot in the Best Hostel in 

Scotland category. The palatial hostel is oozing with character, with a great mix of grandeur and a 

backpacker vibe. There’s plenty of space to meet others or find a quiet corner, and it offers spacious, 

themed rooms which are often described as ‘lovely and warm’. 

Best Hostel in Wales 

First in the Best Hostel in Wales category, the River House, is right in the centre of Cardiff and is 

family owned and run by a brother and sister team giving it a very warm feel. The breakfast is 

second to none and included in the cost of your stay and the full communal kitchen is perfect for 

keeping healthy meals (and your wallet) in check. Just a five-minute walk from buses, trains and 

attractions, it’s an ideal base for those wanting to explore the city and further afield in Wales.  

Best Hostel in Ireland 

The Galway City Hostel leads the Best Hostel in Ireland category and is the perfect starting point to 

explore all the attractions that Galway has to offer with its ideal location right beside the bus and 

train station next to Eyre Square. For those looking to explore further afield, you can book a tour to 

the Cliffs of Moher, Connemara and the Aran Islands at unbeatable prices directly from the 

reception area. Guests can enjoy free Wi-Fi, printing, breakfast, maps, event guides and luggage 

storage. 

Best Hostel in France 

France still has all that it takes when it comes to being one of the world’s most popular tourist 

destinations, with the capital leading the way as one of the country’s top spots. And it’s Pariscoree 

that takes pole position in the Best Hostel in France category. A cosy, attractive hostel, just one 

minute away from Metro line 7 station, Le Kremin-Bicêtre, it’s super close to the centre of the 

bustling city. Just 15 minutes by metro from the Louvre and Notre Dame and 20 minutes from the 

Opera, it’s the ideal spot for exploring everything Paris has to offer.  

Best New Hostel 



The Faloe Hostel in Malaysia wins the Best New Hostel category with its super cosy and relaxing 

atmosphere, spotless interior and fantastic location, just a stone’s throw from Kota Kinabalu city 

centre. There are three peaceful and extremely comfortable mixed gender and female only dorms, 

all with air conditioning and each bed has a private space with a locker, cupboard, international 

power plugs and reading light – ideal for getting a good night’s sleep or cosying up with a great book. 

Best Hostel for Groups 

Taking poll position in our new category for 2018 is the ClinkNOORD. Located in the culturally vibrant 

area of Amsterdam Noord, just 10 minutes from the back of Amsterdam Centraal Station, it’s the 

ideal option for groups of people looking for an adventure. With modern Dutch-style interiors and a 

friendly, laid back atmosphere, the hostel offers dormitory accommodation, private rooms, free Wi-

Fi throughout the building and a great-value buffet breakfast for EUR 6,90.  

 

ENDS 

Notes to editors 

For more information, please contact hostelworld@hotwireglobal.com or call 0207 608 2500. 

*http://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/news/surprising-countries-where-tourism-is-booming-in-2017  
**https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/16/spain-set-to-replace-us-as-second-most-
popular-tourism-destination  
*** 46% surge in bookings 2016 v. 2017, Jan-Oct, from Hostelworld data 
 

About Hostelworld 

Hostelworld Group is the leading global hostel-booking platform with Hostelworld, Hostelbookers 

and Hostels.com in its portfolio operating in 19 different languages. Connecting young travellers 

with hostels around the world, Hostelworld has over 8 million reviews across 35,000 properties in 

more than 170 countries.  

Hostelworld’s customers aren’t your average tourists; they crave experiences not souvenirs and 

want to be in the heart of the action. They want to Meet The World, and it’s the social nature of 

hostels that facilitates their travel adventures.  

The Hostelworld Group went public in November 2015, listing on the main London and Dublin stock 

exchanges. Headquartered in Dublin, Hostelworld has offices around the world in London, Shanghai, 

Sydney and Seoul, and was recently recognised as a Best Workplace for 2016 by the Great Place To 

Work Institute. 
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